The Play Troupe of Port Washington

presents

William Gibson's

THE MIRACLE WORKER

A 50th Anniversary Production

October 1976
Play Troupe of Port Washington

by special arrangement with Samuel French presents
William Gibson's
The Miracle Worker
directed by
Bob Klein

Characters

A doctor-------------Norman Cohen
Kate Keller---------Fredi Herlihy
Captain Keller------John Royston
Helen Keller--------Dana Goldstein
Martha--------------Katy O'Connor
Percy---------------Douglas Werner
Aunt Ev-------------Erika Saperstein
James Keller--------Richard Lee
Anagnos----------Heffrey Hickson
Viney---------------Marianne Buzzitta
Annie Sullivan------Sandy Belline
Blind Children------Stella Calabriski, Adam Cohen, Jennifer Varenka, Elizabeth Steinhauser, Tony Cohen, Tracey Cahn

Offstage voices Ed Herlihy, Pam Meadows, Evelyn Varenka, Antoinette Maura, Elizabeth Steinhauser

Time: The 1880's at the Keller home, also, briefly, the Perkins Institute, Boston
The play is in three acts. There will be two intermissions.

Production Staff

Producer ........ Manu Klein
Stage manager ... Antoinette Maura
Set design ........ Bob Klein
Set construction ... Ron Meadows
Set pieces ........ Pam Meadows
Props ............... Pam Meadows
Barrie Rodgers
Tracey Cahn
Set decoration .... Manu Klein, Pam Meadows, Bonnie Kessler, Doug Werner, Ed Herlihy, Antoinette Maura, Tracey Cahn, Kelly Shenick, Michael Klein, Chris Meadows, Barbara Rosenberg, Judy Clark

Lighting .......... Geoffrey Hickson
Ron Meadows
Bee Hickson

Costumes ........ Manu Klein
Margaret Boune

Make up ........... Judi Hickson

Sound ............. Antoinette Maura

Program .......... Antoinette Maura
Bob Klein
Backstage crew......Ron Meadows
Pam Meadows
Kelly Shunick
Kedia Carriero

Publicity............Manu Klein
Fredi Henly
Margaret Bolone

Refreshments........Cindy Cohen
Evelyn Varenka
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NO SMOKING IN THE CHURCH

Interested in joining Play Troupe? We'd like new members in all areas of production. If so, or to get on our mailing list, please fill out and leave in lobby.
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